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Aording to a reently obtained result in [1℄, eah totally bounded metri spae

an be �embedded" into a �nite dimensional Eulidean spae with an almost injetive

funtion (these notions are preisely de�ned in [1℄ and will be realled in the talk,

as well). This makes possible to represent �nite metri spaes in a way that algorith-

mi alulations on these �nite metri spaes an be easily implemented in a omputer.

In this talk we will apply the methods and results presented in [1℄ to image pro-

essing. More onretely, we will reall de�nitions of metri spaes whose elements

are pitures and the distane funtion measures the similarities between two pitures.

Representing these metri spaes as subspaes of �nite dimensional Eulidean spaes

(endowed with the usual Eulidean metri) we propose and analyze an algorithm whih

may be used to reognize human faes. Estimations on auray and e�ieny will also

be disussed.

In more detail, suppose we have a metri in the set of pitures whih measures

similarity in the following sense. If two pitures are �similar", then their distane is

small; if two pitures are �rather di�erent" then their distane is large. Let ε be a

�xed positive real number. Applying some results from [1℄, we obtain, that there exist

a �nite number n (depending on ε) and a ontinuous funtion f mapping the metri

spae of pitures into the n- dimensional Eulidean spae suh that if the distane of

two pitures is at least ε then their f -images are di�erent.

This makes possible to develop algorithms for image proessing, partiularly, for

fae reognition. We implemented some of these algorithms in Matlab. We an apply

these algorithms for gray and RGB olor images, as well.

[1℄ G. Sági, Almost injetive mappings of totally bounded metri spaes into �nite

dimensional eulidean spaes, submitted (2018).
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